Genome-wide association analysis is a powerful tool to identify genomic loci underlying complex traits. However, the application in natural populations comes with challenges, especially power loss due to population stratification. Here, we introduce a bivariate analysis approach to a GWAS dataset of Arabidopsis thaliana. A common allele,
Introduction 1 Evolution has resulted in the speciation and adaptation of various organisms. Although 2 natural selection applies to all kinds of species, the resulted natural population 3 structures have dramatic difference. Especially, due to their lack of mobility, plants, 4 comparing to humans and most animals, have established much stronger population 5 Zan et al. (2017) 2/31
Submitted Manuscript structure adaptive to specific climate conditions (Ch. 11 in [1] ). This makes it difficult, 6 for instance in modern genomic studies, to distinguish genotypic effects on plants' 7 phenotypes from geographical stratification [2] . 8 Fast-developing genotyping techniques have made genome-wide association study 9 (GWAS) one of the most useful approaches for discovering genomic loci that regulate 10 phenotypes in various organisms [2] [3] [4] . In human GWAS, we learnt that most of the 11 discovered loci associated with complex traits or disease have very small effects [5] . The 12 detected single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) need to have sufficiently high minor 13 allele frequencies (MAFs) for the statistical tests to gain enough power, while high-MAF 14 variants tend to have small effects on the studied phenotypes as these variants were 15 under weak selection pressure. Alleles that have high penetrance on a phenotype are 16 normally under strong selection, resulting in low MAFs of the corresponding SNPs.
17
Thus, a major challenge in human GWAS appears to be the trade-off between statistical 18 power and the effect size of the variant to detect [6] [7] [8] . 19 Although similar trade-off also applies to GWAS in plant populations, e.g. in the 20 natural population of Arabidopsis thaliana, in terms of discovery power, the major 21 challenge is different. As each individual plant accession is sampled from a specific 22 geographical location in the world, accessions with different genotypes normally have 23 much greater phenotypic differences compared to those in humans. It appears that the 24 genome can explain a large proportion of variation in the plant phenotype, however, the 25 population structure in nature makes such a genomic effect heavily confounded with the 26 environmental effect due to geographical stratification. Therefore, there can be a 27 number of alleles, who have large genetic effects on a certain phenotype, but masked by 28 the population structure.
29
As a community based effort, over 1000 natural A. thaliana accessions have been 30 collected from worldwide geographical locations [9, 10] chromosome 1, with a top variant at 3,906,923 bp (double-trait p = 9.9 × 10 −12 , Figure 69 1b, Table 1 ). The detected locus shows joint effects on flowering and maturation, where 70 the effect on flowering time (2W) is notably large (15.3 days), and that on maturation 71 period (MT GH) is 2.5 days (Table 1) . These correspond to narrow-sense heritability 72 values of 24% and 10% of the two phenotypes, respectively.
73
[ The detected joint-effect locus was missed in the corresponding single-trait GWA 78 analysis of 2W (effect = 15.3, p = 2.26 × 10 −5 after correcting for population 79 stratification) and that of MT GH (effect = 2.5, p = 3.70 × 10 −5 ). Notably, this locus 80 was not even detectable at the genome-wide significance level in a much larger 81 population of more than 1,000 A. thaliana accessions [9, 10] due to its severe 82 confounding with the natural population structure. The statistical significance can only 83 be identified when considering the joint distribution of the bivariate statistic. According 84 to the genome-wide Z-scores (student t-statistics), these two phenotypes are negatively 85 correlated, as the plant's lifespan is relatively stable (estimated and observed 86 phenotypic correlation = -0.55 and -0.68, respectively). However, the observed effects 87 on the two traits are both substantially positive, showing sufficient deviation from the 88 joint distribution that led to bivariate statistical significance ( Figure 2 ).
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The strong confounding with the population structure can also be visualized by the 91 allele frequency distribution of the top associated SNP across different A. thaliana the replication sample appear to be smaller than in the discovery population, possibly 114 due to Winner's curse in the discovery phase.
115
We also screened literature for conventional quantitative trait loci (QTL) studies in 116 intercrosses using natural A. thaliana accessions. Our detected signal is underneath a 117 reported QTL peak for flowering time from an intercross between a Swedish and an 118 Italian accession [17] ( Figure S2 ). This, together with the replication above, justifies the 119 detected association. Although the discovered genetic effect on maturation period is not 120 directly replicated, the effect does exists when the effect on flowering is justified, as the 121 pleiotropic signal must be driven by both phenotypes. Indication of co-selection with genes in flowering-related pathways 146 As flowering time is a well-known polygenic trait, we expect multiple loci to be involved 147 and possibly co-selected as a result of parallel evolution. Therefore, we explored the 191 In this study, all the pairs of traits that are associated with the detected locus 
206
In conclusion, our study demonstrates the efficiency of joint modeling 207 multiple-phenotypes which overcomes severe power loss due to population stratification 208 in association studies. We discover and replicate a pleiotropic allele that regulate The SMR analysis were repeated for 5 top candidates, in an independent gene 350 expression dataset containing 648 accessions [10] following the same procedure. 
